The Craftsmen
Week Commencing 10th August 2020

Issue Number Nineteen

Welcome to the nineteenth edition of the Ross Masonic Club Weekly Round-Up.
This week the shed theme returns with an article
by Nigel Donovan, Patrick and Harry reminisce on
their early careers and we explore the life of John
Kyrle - the ‘Man of Ross’ whom our Mark Lodge is
named after.
Aeron’s curiosities and a reminder for Dennis
Roberts ‘Would I know, Did I know’ question and a
piece from Alastair on his recent fishing trip to the
River Dee.
All thoughts and suggestions for future articles
welcomed. Please keep your input coming.
A special thank you to all those that contributed.
Keep safe Brethren and keep in contact.
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Keeping in Contact and Staying Sharp
Facebook

We have set up a Facebook Group for Ross Masonic Club. We currently have 28 members across the Lodges
and Chapter. Any members of Lodges or Chapter that meet at Ross Masonic Hall are welcome to join in.

More opportunities to Zoom together
If you have not previously joined
in, we now have a meeting that
starts earlier on a Friday at
7:30pm as well as the 8:45pm
meeting for the 9 o’clock toast.
You can come and go during
these times as you please.
It’s simple to setup and Billy can
help with support if you need it.

The ‘early shift’ above and ‘late shift’ below

Would I know the answer? Did I know the answer?
Don’t forget the question from Dennis in last week’s issue.
For next time, let me pose the question.
Why do we lay the Foundation Stone in the NE part of the building?
You can always check your thoughts by visiting ‘Solomon’ of course! https://solomon.ugle.org.uk
By Dennis Roberts - Group Leader Information and Guidance Group e-mail: roberts.greeba@btinternet.com
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Coffee Break and T@3

This week Aeron Lewis provides us with a curiosity to name and the answer to last week’s
question which was an Apprentice Piece.

Last weeks object was......
A saw set, dating from the early 19th
Century for use in setting large circular
saw blades.
A description of how a saw set is
used was published in last week’s
newsletter.

Aeron’s Curiosities - This Week’s Question
This week we publish a further picture of a ‘curiously wrought’ item that
Aeron sent in.
Can anyone hazard a guess at what it is and what it is used for?
The answer, as always, in next week’s issue.

?

On this day in history - 10th August
1500 Portuguese sea captain
Diego Diaz is first European to sight
Madagascar
1585 Queen Elizabeth I signs Treaty
of Nonsuch so named as it was
signed at Nonsuch Palace in England
where England provided Dutch rebels
with a small military force in their fight
against Spain.
1653 The Battle of Scheveningen,
English fleet beats the Dutch
1675 King Charles II and John
Flamsteed lay the foundation stone of
the Royal Observatory in Greenwich,
London
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1776 United States Declaration of
Independence reaches London
1878 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
completes his chamber piece “Eine
kleine Nachtmusik”
1793 Louvre palace officially opens
in Paris as The Museum Central des
Arts
1893 Rudolf Diesel’s prime model
internal combustion engine, a single
10-foot iron cylinder with a flywheel
at its base, ran on its own power for
the first time in Augsburg, Germany

1897 German chemist Felix Hoffman
first synthesizes acetylsalicylic acid,
which would later be patented by
his company Bayer under the name
“aspirin”
1897 Automobile Club of Great Britain
established (now: Royal Automobile
Club)
1942 General Bernard Montgomery
appointed commander British 8th
Army in North Africa
2006 Scotland Yard disrupts major
terrorist plot to destroy aircraft
travelling from the United Kingdom
to the United States. All toiletries are
banned from commercial aircraft.
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Patrick Eyre continues to recount his career
moves.
The next winter was entirely different,
as the time for laying off the extra
tippers came near. The quarry
management, who I thought had little
knowledge of my background, offered
me the temporary position of foreman
at their plant in Maidenhead, the
previous incumbent having been fired
for misconduct. Weather permitting,
I would be allowed to keep my truck
bringing materials into the plant if I
hired a driver - providing there was
not a winter weather shutdown. I
thought this offer was very generous
as it would give me a regular income
during the winter.
The Maidenhead plant was one of
their flagship ready mixed concrete
operations having its own workshops
and a fleet of eight concrete truck
mixers, and in the 60s the foreman
of such an operation was certainly
the man in charge, with overall
responsibility for the workshop and
fitters, production of the concrete, and
drivers.
He also did all the hiring and firing
which I didn’t relish, but found it
a regular necessity when it came
to drivers, some of whom were
consistently poor timekeepers.
Invariably the construction site
awaiting the delivery of concrete will
have men standing around waiting
for it to arrive. Bad news for the plant
foreman who takes all the flack on the
resultant phone call. All in all I found
the job very challenging if not stressful
at times, but I think I coped with it quite
well and, on the days when everything
ran smoothly, it was very satisfying.
It was a long cold winter but eventually,
as the demand for concrete picked
up and signs of Spring arrived, I was
expecting my replacement to arrive,
and I would be back on the road.
In fact I handed the plant over a to
person I had got to know as a plant
operator in Reading and on the
afternoon of that day I had a visit from
the managing director who asked me
to stay on in management, and be
based at their head office in Oxford
- a company car would be provided.
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He was obviously impressed with
the way I had run the business at
Maidenhead and obviously saw it
as a necessary grounding of my
introduction to the industry.
In due course a close neighbour
would take over driving my tipper with
the idea that he would meet all the
running costs, but keep the income.
The job had no official title but under
the guidance of the transport and the
production director I was used in all
manner of ways. The company was
expanding rapidly and one of my jobs
was to test new vehicles and mobile
plant, following up with a written report
and recommendations. I also spent
several months in the west country
sorting out the problems they were
experiencing with lack of productivity
in their transport operations and
concrete production. A delicate
position when offering solutions to
the local management, and highly
political.
When this came to an end, I found
myself sitting in the office in Oxford
with little to do, and I was starting to
get very bored. When I pointed this
out to my director he asked me to be
patient and wait a few more months
when he would have a permanent
position for me.
Whilst waiting I spent time in the
company’s central laboratory and
attending Reading University in the
evenings taking a City and Guilds
course in concrete technology.
When you consider that a purposebuilt Readymix concrete plant will
dispense the concrete by weighing
the materials, and then go on to sell
it by volume it becomes very technical
indeed.
So technical that if a building
contractor claims he was short
measured on a delivery one has to
have the knowledge on how to prove
him wrong. The average weights and
measures inspector usually went
glassy eyed if you tried to explain how
the conversion was arrived at.

A typical mixer unit carrying 6 cubic metres
Overall weight 24 Tonnes.

This knowledge proved invaluable to
me in the future as it became so much
part of the business. Claims of this
nature were fairly regular and could
amount to many thousands of pounds
if substantiated. Claims on quality
too, so every producer would have a
testing facility available because proof
had to be produced that their produce
was sound. A defective load going
into a concrete flyover could easily
bankrupt the supplier.
The post eventually offered was
regional transport and production
manager with a company we had
taken over in Dorset, which consisted
of six ready mixed concrete plants
spread over a wide area, a sea
dredger with a washing and screening
plant off Weymouth and a fleet of
some twenty five ageing truck mixers.
The offer came with an attractive
salary, company car and expenses. I
was not expected to move home - just
stay in a hotel for four nights a week
- answer to a newly promoted director
who was also new to the area, and
sort out a loss making operation.
One of the main jobs was to replace
all those ageing trucks with brand
new ones and sell them on to owner
drivers convincing them that they
could make some real money if they
delivered twice as many loads as they
had as company employees.
Not the easiest thing in the world to
do, and five of the drivers quit, saving
me the job of making them redundant.
As the older trucks were scrapped
and replaced with new ones, the
drivers became self-employed and
the original fleet of twenty five was
replaced with twenty, ensuring
maximum productivity and the drivers
a very good return on their investment.
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Patrick Eyre continued
The secret to success being in the
shipping office and the way the
deliveries were programmed ensuring
every truck had a full days work
whenever possible.
The year was 1968 and by now I had
four hungry children to think about.
I knew I was at a cross roads in my
life. I’d had 13 years, or at least half
of it worrying about where the money
was coming from to pay the bills.
I always had the confidence in my
own ability to provide for them but I
had my share of sleepless nights too.
What I didn’t understand and never
have was why the people employing
me were prepared to take a chance
and put me in positions of such trust
and responsibility. So one Monday
morning I left Maidenhead for Dorset,
and digs at the Royal Oak public
house in Bere Regis.

It was three years later when I was
given the option to move my home
and family to Dorset making my
position permanent, or move my base
to Farnborough where I would take
over as area transport and production
manager from a close friend who had
suffered a stroke and was incapable
of carrying on.

I settled on the new post as it meant I
would be home every night with only
a 30 minute commute.
The three years I had spent in Dorset
had shown me every aspect of the
ready mixed concrete business
including sales to some degree. I
learned much of the sea dredging
operation and even spent time aboard.
I also managed the replacement of
a couple of the ageing plants with
new ones and erected new plants on
virgin sites creating new markets and
had lunch in Portland prison with the
governor, he being one of our best
customers. A couple of the owner
drivers bought their first house from
the kind of money they had never
seen before.
The last night I spent in Dorset the
owner drivers arranged a going away
party for my wife and I and presented
me with a very nice pocket watch.

A typical modern ready mixed concrete plant
capable of producing 100m³ of concrete (250)
tons per hour

The parting was very emotional, for I
was leaving a business ticking over
like the watch I had been presented
with and a lot of people who had
become my friends.
To Be Continued....

Nigel Donovan’s Got Wood!!!!
Of recent weeks, there has been
a distinct lack of “sheddery” in the
Craftsmen, so I thought I should take
you back to mine. You will recall that
there was considerable reference to
planning your shed and ensure it is
going to fulfil the purpose for which
you intend to use it. Like most things
in life, they can end up just being a
dumping ground for those rarely used
items. Mine, however, was never
intended as a “man-cave”, but only
ever a store for wood intended for
conversion to things of beauty and
desire.

I seem to recall my wife posting an
image of it on Facebook, accompanied
by the caption “Nigel’s got wood”!! It
took some time and not a little work to
further reduce as much of it as I could,
the rest had to be taken in raw – the
result being that I could not move
for wood – behind the bench, on the
bench, under the bench, under the
tables and shelves, which would then

need shifting to and fro to be able to
work amongst it.
It was around that time that I also took
in a BSA three wheel car, circa 1935,
to reconstruct the wooden frame
of, which took even more room up.
Eventually I completed the car frame
and after six or seven months of
occupation, that found its way home.

Around three years ago (or was
it four?) I was fortunate enough to
acquire a large quantity of cherry, oak
and other assorted lumps of timber
that had been laid on the side of a
track on a local noble’s estate.
The
gamekeeper
very
kindly
converted it into manageable sizes
for me and delivered to our house in
Peterstow.
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When we moved to Three Ashes just
over a year ago, the garage/workshop
took a whole day to move all on its
own, and I vowed that the wood would
not be stored in the workshop again.
I also errantly told the removal men
that they could just “dump” my wood
close to the rear of the garage and
back door, not really expecting them
just to throw it all in a heap, randomly
all over the grass – that will teach me
to be more specific. It was at that time
that the shed decision was made, and
as you know, in October, the shed was
constructed by myself and hon. sec!

The removal men literally dumped it
outside the back door!

I tried to be as organised as possible in
putting the wood away, at least trying
to separate the different species of
timber that I had, but as always, there
are elements of compromise and this
was no exception. I am sure you are
all familiar with the term “seasoning”
of wood, which requires, more than
anything, time, dry atmosphere and
ventilation. When wood arrives in it’s
“raw state”, it is usually around 35-40%
moisture content and can be turned
on the lathe in that state, but then
you are confronted with the storage of
blank projects whilst the timber dries
and distorts once released from its
raw state. Alternatively, it can be left in
its natural state to dry, which a piece
of cherry of 18+ girth 2-3ft long is
going to take a good couple of years,
so is then ready to be converted to a
finished project. A dry state would be
around 10-15% moisture content, and
even then when working deep into the
centre of a large piece, it will still be
holding moisture.
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Obviously, the smaller size each sawn
piece of timber is, the quicker it dries,
so in preparing the raw wood, quite a
lot is cut down to smaller sizes, so you
can start to use them.
The next phase for my shed is to put
a run of ventilated shelving around the
perimeter, so that I can now start to
stock up with timber to be used over
the next couple of years, when it is
ready. I have been very fortunate in
acquiring the amount of quality timber
to use, but am always on the look
out and pleading for more! I would
be particularly grateful to receive
any timber, pruning, fallen trees or
anything you have discarded in your
gardens and orchards, especially
any fruit wood, apple, pear, plum,
cherry, birch, maple, laburnum, lime,
or anything you have – you may see
it as a bit of scrap/firewood, I see it
as something beautiful in it’s finished
state! It is usual that in return for these
pieces of nature’s beauty, I will make
something for you from whatever you
have, depending of course on the
quantity suitability of the wood.

And This?

And This?

And This?

What’s This?

Sadly, with the arrival of my
grandchildren this weekend, I had to
ask the wasps to vacate the shed,
as I thought it was somewhat risky
encouraging their presence with
children and babies about. It has been
an interesting time watching their nest
develop and learning about them, but
there just isn’t room for them and my
wood out there together. You will also
notice that there is a whole corner
dedicated to gardening implements, I
just don’t know how they found their
way in there!

And This?
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A Misty Start to the Day from Glyn Edmund’s Garden

Craft Provincial
Gardening Competition
Don’t Forget To Enter!
If you are in the Craft in Herefordshire
you will have received details of the
Provincial Gardening Competition.
Send your entries by email to
pco@herefordshiremasons.org.uk
You can send up to two photos, no larger
than 2MB each.
Give each of them a title, and give a
short description of what you have done
in the garden during lockdown to get
the results shown in the photos.
Don’t forget to add your name, and
which Lodge you’re in.

Closing date 12th August
Good luck!
If you have entered you will have
received an email back from W Bro
Paul Sabel confirming your entry
has been received.
If you do not have this email your
entry will not have been entered.
Please give Paul a ring if you think
it may have gone astray.
Further details can be found on the
Provincial website here
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Gone Fishing
Alastair Ross on his fly fishing trip
to the River Dee.
Alastair
Ross
recently returned
to his native land
on a fly fishing trip
to the River Dee
near Banchory.
Here
he
can
be seen on the
Inchmarlo
and
Little
Blackhall
beat using a ‘cascade’ fly.
This particular beat had recorded
around four times as many fish as
usual, probably due to the lack of
trawlers launching due to lockdown.
They normally follow the fish en route
to the Faroes and Iceland.
Alastair also caught a 8/9 lb salmon,
further grisle and sea trout.
The salmon is a winter fish which will
have migrated to the arctic ice shelf to
feed on crill before returning to spawn
in its mother river. They return to the
river almost throughout the year.
The sea trout is another fish of the
salmon family that returns to fresh
water to spawn.

Here Alastair is pictured with a 6 lb
grilse (part of the salmon family).
Grilse is a summer fish which only
goes as far as Iceland or Faroe
Islands during the winter to feed
mainly on sand eels and they are
known to migrate in groups.
6 lb is about the biggest a grilse gets
on the River Dee, which has recorded
about three times the normal number
of fish caught for the month of July
known as the ‘grilse run’.

All fish returned to the river unharmed.
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The ‘Prospect’ of Futurity

The Man behind the name of Kyrle Lodge of Mark Master Masons No 1349
12 years into the reign of King Charles
I of England, Scotland and Ireland,
John Kyrle was born to Walter and
Alice Kyrle at The White House
Dymock. Walter was a barrister and
MP. The family had lived in Ross
for many generations, in fact his
Grandfather James Kyrle was High
Sheriff of Herefordshire.
It is thought that the original family
name was Crull, a common name
amongst the Norman aristocracy but
this had disappeared over time as the
Anglo French aristocracy gradually
became anglicised.
Like his father, John was educated
at Oxford matriculating from Ballol
College Oxford in 1654. He studied
law at the Middle Temple but was not
called to the bar.

He inherited the family estate in 1650,
including the house overlooking the
market at Ross, on the death of his
father.
This was towards the end of the Civil
War, which was to end in 1651. In
fact, the English Civil War (1642–
1651) was a series of civil wars
and political machinations between
Parliamentarians (“Roundheads”) and
Royalists (“Cavaliers”) principally over
the manner of England’s governance
and part of the wider Wars of the
Three Kingdoms.
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The first (1642–1646) and second
(1648–1649)
wars
pitted
the
supporters of King Charles I against
the supporters of the Long Parliament,
while the third (1649–1651) saw
fighting between supporters of King
Charles II and supporters of the Rump
Parliament.
The war ended with Parliamentarian
victory at the Battle of Worcester on 3
September 1651.
Living in our part of the world you
cannot fail to see the results of this
turbulent time. You only have to look
at Goodrich Castle or Raglan Castle
to see the ravages of the Civil War.
In 1645 Hereford was taken by
the Parliamentairans which led
the remaining Royalists to flee to
Goodrich Castle under the command
of Sir Henry Lingen.
During the Civil War, Goodrich was
held successively by both sides, Sir
Henry Lingen’s Royalists eventually
surrendered on 31st July 1646 under
threats of undermining and a deadly
Parliamentarian mortar, the infamous
‘Roaring Meg’, which had been used to
bombard the North Tower and reduce
much of the castle to rubble. Once
Lingen and the Royalist sympathisers
had been marched out of Goodrich
Castle the Parliamentarians led by
Colonel Birch ‘slighted’ the castle to
ensure it could never be used against
them again.
Roaring Meg is the only surviving Civil
War mortar, which can still be seen in
the castle.
You can read more on the destruction of
Goodrich Castle on the Herefordshire
Through Time website here.

From his early twenties John Kyrle
adopted a frugal lifestyle and instead
of utilising his wealth for himself, he
sought to invest in the greater good of
his locality and community that lived
there.
He took a keen interest in everything
that concerned the welfare of Ross
including the education of the children
and in improving and embellishing the
town. He planted trees in and around
the town, with two or three workmen
to assist with the manual work.

He delighted in mediating between
those who had quarrelled and in
preventing costly lawsuits between
prominent townspeople. He was
generous to the poor and spent all he
had in good works.
He lived in the house overlooking
the market in Ross but lived a great
deal in the open air, working with
the labourers on his farm and taking
exercise to stay healthy.
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The ‘Prospect’ of Futurity

The Man behind the name of Kyrle Lodge of Mark Master Masons No 1349
He died on 7th November 1724 at the
age of 88 years and is buried in the
chancel of St Mary’s Church.

He is commemorated throughout
Ross including the public house ‘The
Man of Ross’ on Wye Street just up
the hill from the Masonic Temple.

He has left a lasting legacy which is
still visible today.
He was behind the establishment of
‘The Prospect’ in Ross in 1700. The
public garden on the hilltop just above
the town centre was laid out with a
viewpoint, walkways and a public
fountain to provide clean water for
town residents. This piece of land was
rented from the Marquess of Bath in
1696 and turned into a garden and
walking area.

It bears the following inscription on its
outside wall.

He was also responsible for the
causeway leading to Wilton Bridge for
which he procured large contributions
and donated himself.

The park is still there, alongside
the churchyard of St Mary’s, with
ornate stone gates and mature trees
interspersed with benches and a walk.
In the centre is the war memorial
at which the Lodges and Chapter
of Ross on Wye lay a wreath each
Remembrance Sunday.
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The bell was cast in Gloucester in
1695. He is said to have gone to watch
the casting. Taking a silver tankard
with him to toast ‘Church and King’ he
threw the tankard into the furnace and
had it mixed with the metal for the bell.

Also the pathway leading from the
churchyard at St Mary’s through the
cleve fields (which was part of his
estate) along which he planted Elms
which were his favourite tree. This
walk is known to this day as ‘The
Man of Ross Walk’ . He also placed
seats at intervals where the ‘weary
traveller’ might ‘repose’ or the ‘lover of
fine scenery contemplate at ease the
beauties before him’.
The pinnacles of St Mary’s church
tower and the bell are also down to
John Kyrle.

The church spire had become
somewhat dilapidated and dangerous.
A parish meeting was convened and
a special motion was passed to take
down around 47 feet of the steeple
and rebuild it. John Kyrle inspected
the work daily and contributed over
and above his assessment towards
it’s completion. The pinnacles as seen
today were added at that time.
John Kyle exhibited many of the traits
of modern Freemasonry, Integrity,
Friendship, Respect and Charity.
He left a lasting legacy in Ross on
Wye and it would appear fitting that
we should commemorate him in our
Lodge Name.
Words and pictures by Andrew Moore
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Harry’s in Hot
Water!
I am Harry Holwell a brother from
Ariconium Lodge. I am now 70 years
of age and spent my youth growing
up in Exeter. I had three brothers
and two sisters and I attended John
Stocker Secondary School. I was not
the best of students and left school
at the age of 15yrs. No one I knew at
school went on to university. In those
days very few people went onto
higher education, unlike now when it
is the norm.
At this point in my life it was my
intention to join the Royal Navy but
I had to wait until the following year
before joining. In the meantime I
needed to earn some money so I
started work as a trainee painter and
decorator. I did this for a period of
nine months. I must say, I look back
on this brief period of learning with
thanks as it has stood me in good
stead for later years and decorating
various homes my wife and I have
lived in.
The following January 1966, I went
off on my first adventure away from
home to HMS Raleigh in Plymouth.
Junior Seaman Holwell.
The next four months was a real
awakening call to me. Not just the
shock of being away on my own for
the first time but the discipline, the
double marching everywhere, the
learning how to sew, iron and wash all
my own clothing and generally how
to look after myself. Mixed in with this
was boot polishing, marching and
back to school learning seamanship,
maths and English, boat handling
and then the physical side with PE,
cross country runs, rowing and other
sports.
After four months of this I passed
out of Raleigh and during this period
I had decided I would specialise in
Radar and become a Radar Plotter
(RP). I then went off to HMS Dryad
in Petersfield, Portsmouth. Here
I learnt how to operate various
types of radar and use numerous
machines in the ships control centre
where in times of battle everything
was controlled from.
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I also learnt how to control aircraft/
helicopters for the times we would
work with them on anti-submarine
operations. After a further four
months training I passed out and
received my first draft. This was to
HMS Daring a 3500 ton destroyer.
She was launched in 1951 and as
you can see from her picture she
was a quite heavily armed antiaircraft ship.
I went off to join her in Plymouth
Dockyard
where
she
was
undergoing a long refit. The mid part
of 1966/67 we spent a lot of time at
sea and going to Portland for what is
known as work up period. This was
shock treatment of long hours and
exercises in every possible scenario
that could possibly happen fighting
a surface action, submarine action,
anti-aircraft action, damage control
and firefighting. The reason for all
this pressure working was not only
to practice all the drills but to get the
ship’s company to mould as a crew.
We carried out these drills between
Monday morning and Saturday
lunchtime. If you weren’t on duty at
the weekend you could go home or
ashore in Weymouth. This was at
the time of the 1966 World Cup.
On one of these weekends, on the
Sunday evening, we had a sudden
emergency. The supertanker Torrey
Canyon had run aground on rocks
off the Scilly Isles. The Daring only
had about half our crew onboard.
Nevertheless we sailed with HMS
Carrysfort, another Destroyer to
the scene of this tanker keeping
all other shipping away. We then
watched as the RAF bombed and
missed the tanker. The Fleet Air Arm
then bombed and struck it. The two
destroyers then shelled and set the
tanker and spilled oil on fire. This was
the first major super tanker disaster
at sea. A lot was learnt from this
incident and plans and oil dispersion
chemicals developed from it.

We then sailed back to Portland to
collect the remainder of our ship’s
company and finished our work up.
The following June I sailed on the
Daring for a tour to East of Suez.
During this time the Suez Canal
was closed and this meant sailing
down around South Africa stopping
at Gibraltar, Freetown and then
Capetown. My first taste of foreign
shores. Our next period of duty was
two six week sea patrols off Lorenzo
Marques, Mozambique. Due to
Rhodesia declaring independence
we were enforcing an oil embargo
and this was where they imported
their oil. In between these patrols
was a six week visit to Mombasa.
Again we were with the Carrysfort.
These patrols were carried out in
beautiful weather and the crews
spent their life in shorts and sandals.
Once every two weeks one of the
ships would steam out a hundred
miles or so and an RAF Shackleton
aircraft would parachute our mail to
us. During leisure time the two ships
organised events like regattas as we
had rowing whalers onboard and we
had sails we could use on them. We
also had a couple of small sailing
dinghies. It was good fun and good
for moral. We arranged a concert
onboard with all the costumes made
from what could be found onboard.
The Company was very inventive!!!
Whilst patrolling we would keep a
constant watch on shipping arrivals
and departures. We had on board
full copies of manifests for in and
outbound ships and if anything
suspicious or unexpected happened
we would stop and search the
vessels. During these patrols I recall
we turned away a couple of small
tankers.
The next instalment will be onward
to the East.
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